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ADAPTIVE VALUE: DESIGN FOR CHANGING ECONOMIES

The intent of this thesis is to better understand how architects can increase the value of under utilized sites amidst changing economies. Initial explorations of material reuse, reconstruction, deconstruction, and adaptive reuse have culminated in a better understanding of the value of architecture.

Inherent to any building design is the initial program for its construction. These programs help define the building and set up parameters upon which architects base their designs. The problem that often arises is that nothing happens to these spaces once the programs have changed. This thesis looks to examine how an adaptive reconstruction process can take an abandoned building and through a series of alterations over a period of time, change the building to adapt to a radically different program. This strategy begins to address principles of adaptive reuse, life cycle building, sustainability, material waste, deconstruction, and building construction techniques.

The first stage of the project recognizes that the existing Lincoln Steel site is in a light industrial area near downtown Lincoln. It also became apparent in the studying of this site that there was a large amount of vacant properties in close proximity to the site. What used to be a historically strong auto retail location has now become a series of vacant used car dealers and construction industry tenants. This relatively large quantity of vacant properties will help support a new program of an Eco-stores architectural salvage. As the site changes over time it is important to understand how this specific building changes with it. Speculating that the continued decline of the surrounding context leads to an increasing number of vacant properties, the site can adapt to this new resource by capitalizing on its proximity and thus, an Urban farm is developed. This change is facilitated through a common core of program that remains through out the buildings life cycle.

This common core become crucial to the future value of the building. Containing the critical element of many building typologies, this core helps facilitate the adaptive value process. As the value of the site begins to change again, this project again forecasts a dramatic change in the context. Looking much further into the future, it is again speculated that as a new community begins to develop around this site, a potential community center develops. Again, this site can change to adapt to the new program with little trouble. This process is then repeated as the building needs of the site change over time. As the downtown grows and economy changes, different programs will find the site attractive and through this process of creating value through adaptation, the long term value of the building increases as well.

Over the long term development of this site, different architectural solutions can be used to help increase its value, thus increasing the role of architectural design in the construction process.
Introduction

As I began to think about what a thesis should be interested in exploring I started to question what role architecture plays in the average person daily routine. This made me think about the places I frequent and how little concern architecture as a profession seems to have with these places. These places become purely manifestations of an economic model that values cheap and efficient design.

I began to ask myself how I might begin to deal with these spaces. As I researched these spaces in areas that I was familiar with, specifically Lincoln and Omaha, Nebraska, I found that the severe lack of design energy invested in these spaces creates very limited uses for them once the outlive their intended use. What happens to my barber shop once my barber no longer is making any profit and has to close his doors? Do we just forget about what the existing use was and start fresh or can we begin to design in a way that facilitates future uses?

It was these questions that drove my research throughout the first semester. As the semester progressed, issues brought up in books such as Alan Berger’s “Drosscapes” and Paul Lukez’s “Suburban Transformations” really began to resonate with what I wanted to investigate with this thesis. Both of these books talk a lot about changing conditions affecting the built environment and ultimately both propose ways in which architects can begin to address these issues. This thesis looks to expand on those thoughts.
For me, it really became about how architecture begins to deal with change. As economies change, buildings need to change. In our current society, we have become very used to this idea of a “throw away” mentality however, this notion that things have such a limited lifespan doesn’t work well with architecture. Research led me to begin to realize that the value in these sites that most people frequent in their everyday lives really is a result from that site’s ability to adapt to economic changes.

Material reuse and building reconstruction was what I originally thought to be a solution to this need for adaptation. Buildings designed to facilitate their own deconstruction and repurposing would have increased value as their surrounding site changed and could then adapt to meet these changing needs. However, as I continued looking into this idea of how buildings could adapt to changing economies, what I began to realize was that the value of a building was not solely derived from its materials. The value of a building also came from its physical location, cultural value, environmental value, and historical value.

Ultimately, three proposals were created that being to look at how value can be created through architecture in response to changing economies. I wanted to understand how even as the site changed over time, this proposal might still address different needs. This thesis provided me with a better understanding of how, if architects take advantage of undervalued sites, they might be create a competitive advantage facilitating future design opportunities. The following work attempts to document and present this project.
“Most of us live and work in environments that have received little consideration beyond that of economic necessity.”

Chris Krager. Expanding Architecture: Design as Activism.
MATERIAL WASTE

- CONCRETE (44%)
  - Estimated 85% Recycled or Reused
  - Estimated 58% Recycled or Reused
  - Estimated 5% Recycled or Reused
  - Estimated 10% Recycled or Reused

- ASPHALT (8%)
  - Estimated 80% Recycled or Reused

- DRYWALL (10%)
  - Estimated 5% Recycled or Reused

- WOOD (20%)
  - Estimated 10% Recycled or Reused

- METALS (8%)
  - Estimated 80% Recycled or Reused

- BRICKS (5%)
  - Estimated 5% Recycled or Reused

- PLASTIC (5%)

*These four classifications were only listed as total amounts. No breakdown was given regarding Construction, Renovation, or Demolition.*

*No Recorded Data for Non-Residential Drywall Demolition*
136 Million Tons of C and D waste is produced in the US each year.

170 Thousand commercial buildings are built in the US each year.

44 Thousand commercial buildings are demolished in the US each year.

In researching how value can be created in architecture, material reuse become a topic of interest. Buildings make up a large majority of the United States annual waste production with a majority of that coming from demolition of abandoned buildings. If there is a way for a building to be designed and built that anticipates its own deconstruction and reconstruction, perhaps the value of that building can be improved.

The accompanying graphic illustrates what comprises this massive amount of waste as well as the percentages of what is the result of new construction versus's demolition. It also highlights what types of construction create the most types of waste, separating residential from non-residential construction. What is surprising in this graphic is that concrete creates nearly 44% of the waste generated but only 58% of that is recycled. Where as metals create only 8% of the waste which is a direct result of the fact that 85% of all metals are recycled.

These findings help illustrate the importance of building sustainably in order to increase the value of an architectural proposal. If a building begins to consider its own material reuse then its long term value might be increased. When adapting to changing economies this becomes an important design issue.
There is potential to change the typical building material process when thinking about the adaptation of buildings in response to changing economies. If instead of thinking of the process as a linear thing but rather as cycle then there is potential to improve a feedback loop that happens in the building process. The design of one building can, when that building’s life cycle is completed, be set up so that it facilitates the deconstruction and reuse of materials which can impact a new building.

This process can also help inform new construction techniques that over time, begin to make a more efficient and valuable building system. If the entire system of construction can be rethought, then the flexibility of that construction has potential to be increased, further facilitating this adaptation to changing economies. Being able to easily physically adapt a building is important to the sustained adaptation of that site to changing economies.
Stewart Brand’s Six S’s diagram:

- **STUFF**: 5-15 yrs
- **SPACE PLAN**: 5-20 yrs
- **SERVICES**: 5-30 yrs
- **SKIN**: 30-60 yrs
- **STRUCTURE**: 60-200 yrs
- **SITE**: > building

Building outlive intended use.
Traditionally buildings are designed around the “stuff” inside. This includes the stuff, space plan, and services which all have a relatively short life span when compared to the skin, structure, and site that actually make up the physical construction. The problem arises when that “stuff” changes. This is where the core to this thesis is interested. How do you design a building to deal with change? Currently the issue is changing economies and it is this notion of designing for changing economies that the ultimate thesis attempts to address.
Precedents
The Big Dig House creates value in that it reuses material salvaged from another project. Rather than build entirely new construction, the Big Dig House capitalizes on pieces of discarded infrastructure and uses them in a new and creative way. The house does not come close to stressing the strength of these massive supports but it does take advantage of a found object.

The inherent value in these found supports help to reduce the overall cost of the new construction and provided the architects more opportunities in other areas of the house. In addition to the new design opportunities, the reuse of materials create unique design challenges that in this case provide a more provocative architectural solution. As economies change, being able to take advantage of found conditions and found objects will facilitate an improved architectural value of the site.
LOBLOLLY HOUSE
The Loblolly house really capitalizes on the value of material after a building has outlived its useful life. Designed in a way that considered its own deconstruction, this house looks into issues of sustainability and building life cycle costs. Taking this long term approach forced the designers to create a better building in the present.

Buildings that consider their own deconstruction offer greater value over the course of their use and as a result, should offer the designer more opportunities. In dealing with changing economies, buildings like the Loblolly house provide examples of how a building can adapt once its use is no longer needed.
This project really is a good example of the potential architecture can have on its surrounding site. Located in on an abandoned ship building craneway, this office building capitalized on an undervalued site while offering a view of the surrounding ocean that no other building can match. The Kraanspoor office building has helped to further instigate office development in the region and the entire area has made a gradual transition from manufacturing to retail and office space.

Taking advantage of existing infrastructure provided unique opportunities for the architects to create spaces that are unlike any other. The entire project was able to reuse existing stairways and structural members reducing the cost and allowing the architects to focus their design energy in other areas. The project greatly increased the value of the existing site while reusing an existing piece of abandoned infrastructure.
Urban Outfitters, a clothing company, purchased these abandoned buildings previously used to build ships. They were the first non-ship manufacturer in the location. Through an intense process of renovation, they were able to take these dilapidated buildings and create a well lit space to house their corporate headquarters.

This project helped to inform the thesis in its use of abandoned buildings. The architects of the project were critical of art, culture, the environment, and the economy to develop a solution that worked with all four. The value of the site was greatly increased and the project helped transition the site from an economy of manufacturing into one focused on retail and office needs.
## Value Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Built Sq Ft</th>
<th>Property Sq Ft</th>
<th>(year built - year vacated)</th>
<th>Built Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West O Street (24,100 cars/day)</td>
<td>97,407</td>
<td>487,872</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>1937 - 1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine Street (19,900 cars/day)</td>
<td>101,000</td>
<td>267,156</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1967 - 1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Street (32,400 cars/day)</td>
<td>198,280</td>
<td></td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>1973 - 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westfield Mall (13,150 cars/day)</td>
<td>41,056</td>
<td>249,000</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Street (30,550 cars/day)</td>
<td>38,812</td>
<td>210,340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Understanding that potential exists for architects to greater influence the built environment in areas that otherwise under utilized, an analysis of potential sites in Lincoln, NE was completed. Looking at the size, previous use, estimated property value, built time line including abandonment, and location helped to narrow down potential site selections.

Ultimately the Lincoln Steel site was selected as it offered the greatest possibilities for improvement. Its large size, close proximity to downtown, extended abandonment, and low value made it a great site for an architect to potentially develop. This site, in contrast to the others on this page, does not appear to be a good development opportunity for a traditional developer. Changing economies of the region make it a challenging site to begin to speculate what should be developed on it.
Again the Lincoln Steel site was chosen as it offered the most possibilities for an architect to create value in an otherwise undervalued location. The site is located on the far left side of the drawing. Having been abandoned for 8 years creates a challenge in that traditional development practices have not seemed to offer a solution to this site.
Historically Lincoln has grown east as well as south. This series of drawings examines this growth and it becomes apparent that while there has been some growth towards the west, most of that happened in a 20 year time period. What is interesting is that Lincoln is not like most midwestern cities in that although it faces seemingly no physical limitations regarding where it grows, the city does not grow west. Downtown Lincoln is almost located on the far west side of town. This presents an opportunity for a close proximity to the densest part of town while still being located on the periphery.
In looking at the future growth potential of Lincoln, it is projected that it will continue its trend of growing towards the south-east. This growth occurs along the I-80 and Highway 2 corridors. The trend further strengthens the argument that the existing steel site will continue to lie in an underdeveloped area and see its surrounding context continue to degrade.
The site is impacted by several regional networks. One is the series of transportation paths that intersect near the site. Rail, Highway, Bus, and trails all have some connection to the site making it an easy destination for any person. In addition, the site is impacted by the floodplains surrounding Lincoln. As the city has grown, it has begun to encompass these floodplains and as a result, there are large swaths of land that are underdeveloped. This site happens to fall in on of the largest areas while still remaining close to downtown.
**SITE CONDITIONS**

- **Capitol Beach Neighborhood**
  - Less than 1000 residents
  - Average 10 min commute
  - Mainly composed of middle class
  - Large young professional demographic

- **Light Industrial Park**
  - Mostly Construction Industry businesses
  - Major tenant is Speedway Motors
  - Located primarily in a flood plain
  - Steel site is only one of a couple properties with rail access
  - Underdeveloped, high vacancies

- **BNSF Hobson Yard**
  - Average 70+ trains a day
  - Routes to Wyoming (Coal), Denver, Kansas City, and Chicago (thru Omaha)
  - Takes on average 2+ days to ship from Lincoln to Omaha
  - Not a major shipping yard, mostly switching operations take place
**On the wrong side of the Tracks**
* Homeless shelter, Auto Recycler, Meat processor
* Low income housing
* Dead zone between downtown and Capitol Beach
* Located entirely in flood plain
* Industries include: meat processing, Auto salvage, Construction Industry, Highway retail

**Downtown**
* Approx. 4000 residents
* Expanding haymarket with new arena
* Manufacturing being slowly relocated to outskirts of city
* Intense spike in activity around Husker gamedays
Site Model
Site Inventory

Buildings to be Reused
Buildings with inherent existing value. Suitable for existing practices of adaptive reuse.

Gantry Cranes
Specialty Steel Structure. Gantry Cranes made to support more than 15 tons. Structural and cultural potential.

Structural Frame
 Structural steel frame with large spans and heavier construction. Potential for reuse instead of recycling/down cycling.

Lightweight Skin
Corrugated steel skin and insulated infill. Potential to be reused but short term lifespan merit recycling.
Low Value Construction

Existing buildings that are quickly made with materials that are either too small to practically be reused or with materials that have very short term life spans. Buildings can be disassembled and sold for other less intensive uses.
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
How can architecture create value here?
Can a design approach that considers the long term flexibility of a building bring value to an otherwise undervalued site?
Design Process
After analyzing a series of precedents it was found that most building types contained a set of core program that remained the same no matter what the program. These bathrooms, storage areas, entrances, offices, and other service functions were often located in a core of program that fit amongst the other more site specific program.

In addition to this core of program, the precedents almost always had a clear entrance that helped delineate private verse public space. By adapting the existing site conditions to create this public entrance, the site immediately has a very different character. The buildings are no longer isolated from the street and new uses can already be envisioned.
Throughout the course of the project, it evolved from a look into how the building could reconstruct itself over the site throughout time, into a look at how the site could deal with changing economics. An iterative series of sketch models was done to explore these ideas and then these were placed within the larger site model to help determine programmatic and site specific relationships.

A larger mock up was also used to explore more detailed issues associated with the main building on the site. These quick studies helped define relationships of program as well as how the new program would interact with the existing structure. Throughout the entire design process, there was an emphasis on making sure that there was a minimal amount of editing done to the existing structure.
After a general idea was established regarding the approach to how to deal with the existing building, a series of images were generated looking at how new program might work within these existing spaces. These images helped inform future material choices as well as future programmatic relationships.

More study models were also constructed narrowing down the formal changes happening to the site over time. What remained consistent was this idea of a fixed core of program that could be utilized by each of the changing program. Again it was important that the entire project was looked at through three different time periods to see how this project facilitated that adaptation of the building to changing economies.
The first stage in developing the site comes in the form of the relocation of Eco-stores. Eco-stores is a used building material store and offers a wide range of materials for projects. This move benefits Eco-stores in that they now have expanded street frontage on one of the busiest roads in Lincoln. In addition they are afforded the possibility of expanding their offering beyond material resale. They additional space facilitates the growth of a design office, education program, and artist studio in conjunction with Eco-stores. This increase breadth of program located on the single site will bring more foot traffic to all of the business located in this region.

There is already a strong manufacturing presence and Eco-stores capitalizes on that by continuing to offer its services and products to the area. This cluster of businesses focused around the construction industry remain the main anchor tenants in a decaying region of Lincoln. What once was a location containing many auto dealers, has now changed into a more light industrial use.
Being that the existing site is already heavily contaminated with toxins from its previous uses, this initial phase of development looks to remediate those through a passive plant process. Rather than invest in a physical heavy cleanup, planting large plats of sunflowers will aid in this process. The surrounding context is not developing and thus, further development on this site would be unnecessary. Removing the toxins now makes the site more valuable in the future.
1 Entrance
2 Conference
3 Checkout
4 Meeting Room
5 Artist Studio
6 Classroom

PG. 73
Forecasting into the future, the surrounding site continues to degrade. Assuming the worst, local business have moved out and an increasing number of vacant lots continues to grow. This trend is already happening with the movement of major auto dealers to the North 27th street location. These swaths of land, have an under utilized potential that can be capitalized on by this project. Projecting that Eco-stores has moved out of the building, a proposal is developed in which the site transitions toward an Urban Farm.

The ever increasing cost of transportation, growing downtown population, increasing land prices, and just general concern over having fresh produce creates a demand for this program. Adapting the building to contain a fresh foods market, automated greenhouse, processing and cleaning areas, as well as community gardens helps it fill this need.
In developing the site to contain community gardens, there is an increased presence of ownership on the site. While not actually “owning” the land, individuals begin to have a vested stake in the site and as a result, the overall community value increases. Maintaining these gardens and this fresh food facilitates further development in the region and eventually land can be once again repurposed into new program. The program developed on the site over the course of time are not meant to be permanent solutions but rather program that facilitate future adaptations depending on the economic, cultural, and environmental conditions.
Again projecting into the future, the project speculates that with the increase in community ownership of the site, there becomes an increasing demand for a community center. Once again, this potential program can be implemented into the building as it adapts to meet the new needs of the time. Minimizing the amount of changing elements that get repeated in the series of buildings helps to maintain this adaptability.

The community center not only provides for the existing community in the region but also helps to spur new growth of a surrounding community. No longer seen as an industrial zone, the site becomes a prime location for a near downtown residential community.

The community center not only helps to increase the cultural value of the site but through its program it can help to facilitate more sustainable ways of living, thus having a environmental impact as well. Economically, the site generates value through its ability to facilitate the growth of residential. This becomes an ideal location to direct the redevelopment of this region in anticipation of continued changing economies.
The site's impact is not only felt by its local neighborhood but also on downtown Lincoln as well as the other surrounding neighborhoods. It near proximity to downtown and easy access to Lincoln’s extensive trail network make it a perfect location for a community center. The size of the site also allows for the planning of several sports fields that would otherwise need to be located further away. By only slightly modifying the existing construction, the community center can have a large impact on the site with very little cost.
Review Material
In the semester review, the premise of the project really stemmed from the idea of reconstruction. The project was focused on the idea that if materials could be salvaged in a building, the ultimate value of that building would be increased. This received somewhat harsh criticism and required a deeper examination into what the thesis was really about.

While the eventual project still looked at three schemes changing over time, this proposal looked into how at 5 years the site could be reused, how at 10 years the site could begin to pro actively expand, and then how at 50 years the site could adapt to new changes in a much more flexible way. The proposal ultimately become to interested in the material value of a building rather than how the site could deal with changing conditions.

Material value really become only one of several ways in which a building could maintain, or increase, its value over time. Flexibility, cultural significance, and specific programmatic conditions could also influence the value.
In presenting at the Final Review for this project, a major critique was that perhaps, this real thesis question for this project was how architecture can deal with changing economies. Previously it had been presented as a way of developing a flexible architecture that dealt with any change. This critique really provided some much needed clarity for the overall proposal and is reflected in this book.

These presentation boards were accompanied by both a digital presentation as well as respective models for each scheme.
The first stage in developing the site comes in the form of the relocation of the Eco-stores. Eco-stores is a used building material store and offers a wide range of materials for projects. This move benefits Eco-stores in that they now have expanded street frontage on one of the busiest roads in Lincoln. In addition, they are afforded the possibility of expanding their offering beyond material resale. The additional space facilitates the growth of the program located on the single site, bringing more foot traffic to all of the business located in this region.

Forcasting into the future, the project speculates that with the increase in land prices, and just general concern over having fresh produce creates a demand for this program. Adapting the building to contain a fresh foods market, automated greenhouse, processing and cleaning areas, as well as community gardens helps it fill this need. There is already a strong manufacturing presence and Eco-stores capitalizes on this artist studio in conjunction with Eco-stores.
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